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Addressing artificial lift predicaments
The challenge is to get more with less.
Dave Kimery, Camille Jensen and Jeff Saponja,
Production Plus Energy Services Inc.
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hen oil prices are low, the industry is challenged
to seek opportunities to optimize every producing
asset. On the production side, it is the production engineer’s mission to design the most cost-effective means to
recover the greatest amount of production from a well in
the shortest amount of time. Conventional artificial lift
practice often transitions a horizontal well through multiple artificial lift systems in a strategic attempt to balance
lifting reliability and maximize drawdown, all while trying
to achieve the lowest possible operating costs. The artificial lift predicament is
this challenge to simultaneously maximize
drawdown and achieve
reliability.

For example, in a typical 2,000-m (~6,500-ft) true
vertical depth (TVD) horizontal well, the lowest producing BHP a gas-lift system can achieve is about 750 psi.
Limiting producing BHP to 750 psi results in the well
not being produced to its full potential. At some point
in the life cycle the well will be forced to move from gas
lift to another artificial lift solution such as rod pumping
to further increase drawdown and produce at a rate that
can economically access the remaining reserves.

Reliability and drawdown

Rather than finding the trade-off balance between
reliability and drawdown, consider a way to drive both.
Production Plus Energy Services Inc. took on this challenge and identified the
root cause of the reliability drawdown trade-off:
sluggy, inconsistent messy
flow from the horizontal.
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wells expend their
fluctuating fluid rates
phase of natural flow
and surges, solids issues
and an artificial lift
and gas interference. The
system is required,
consequences of this messy
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flow are poor runtime,
have production chalexcessive workover costs
lenges associated with
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downhole pump gas
Researchers discovered
interference and solids FIGURE 1. The cyclonic effect of the vortex separator efficiently sepathat the key to the artificial
issues. Gas lift often is
rates gas and solids from the liquid and protects the pump from damlift predicament in horizonimplemented as a tran- age. (Source: Production Plus Energy Services Inc.)
tal wells is to smooth flow.
sitional artificial lift
The company developed the patent-pending Horizontal
solution since it is solids-tolerant, can handle high decline
Enhanced Artificial Lift System (HEAL) to complement
rates and can manage sluggy flow conditions inherent to
existing artificial lift systems. It settles the messiness of
horizontal wells. Producing fields with gas infrastructure
horizontal flow and reduces fluid density to lift fluids up
frequently default to this option to capitalize on existing
to the vertical where a pump can operate reliably. The
equipment but knowingly sacrifice longer term producsystem controls solids and gas interference to protect the
tion and reserves from the limitations of gas lifting.
pump while operating at very low producing BHPs.
In the artificial lift predicament, gas lift addresses reliThe system itself is a mechanical system comprised of a
ability, but its downfall and limitation is the difficulty of
seal, a sized regulating string and a highly efficient vortex
achieving a low producing bottomhole pressure (BHP)
separator. To minimize operational risk, the system was
to maximize drawdown. To complicate the challenge, gas
designed with no moving parts and does not extend into
lift is a highly inefficient process, and the deeper the well,
the horizontal.
the more limited drawdown becomes.

Production from the horizontal is
conditioned up the sized regulating
string, smoothing flow and reducing
density, which results in increased
drawdown. Flow from the sized regulating string is discharged to the
well’s annulus by the vortex separator, which is placed near or above
the kickoff point. The cyclonic effect
of the vortex separator efficiently
separates gas and solids from the
liquid, protecting the pump from gas
interference, damage or seizing from
solids (Figure 1).
Smooth, even flow of liquid to
the pump creates the possibility
for exceptional reliability. Reliability is directionally proportional to
higher pump efficiencies at slower
FIGURE 2. Applying the HEAL System to a well in Alberta increased its production rates.
pump speeds and reduced pump
(Source: Production Plus Energy Services Inc.)
loads—a combination that sets the
lift are typically $20,000, while rod pumping operating
stage for resolving the predicament
costs are about $8,000 per month.
of reliability and maximized drawdown.
The HEAL System was introduced to replace gas lift
and
return the well to rod pumping. The system was
Case study
placed
downhole below the rod pump in the bend secThe Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin is no stranger
tion of the horizontal. Placing the system in the bend
to the artificial lift predicament, including a west-cenallowed the pump to be placed above the kickoff point
tral Alberta well in the Montney zone. This horizontal
and into the vertical part of the wellbore, requiring a
multistage fractured well had a total measured depth of
smaller pumpjack. A conventional installation in this field
4,202 m (13,786 ft) at a TVD of 2,441 m (8,008 ft). The
would require a larger pumpjack and rodstring to achieve
well had a high gas-liquid ratio, starting at 34 cu. m/bbl
the same production rates that the system achieved with
(1,200 scf/bbl) and rising to more than 99 cu. m/bbl
the smaller pumpjack.
(3,500 scf/bbl) as production proceeded.
Produced fluids were efficiently lifted through the
Initially, the operator installed a rod pump that was
bend, achieving lower producing BHPs at greater reliabilplagued by runtime challenges and inefficiencies caused
ity than previously realized with earlier artificial lift sysby gas interference, averaging monthly downtime of 25%.
tems installed in this well. The production and value-add
Gas lift was installed with the expectation of higher probenefit to the well continues to be substantial.
duction runtime. Gas lifting did provide a solution for
reliable production runtime (Figure 2). It reduced the
average monthly downtime to 12%. However, drawdown
Changing the mindset
was significantly compromised so that instantaneous proAs the price of oil is remaining low for the foreseeable
duction rates diminished by 10% to 15%. Higher runtime
future, it is becoming increasingly difficult for operarealized from gas lift offset the production decrease to
tors to retain operating margins and to reconcile the
keep total fluid rates from the well on trend with earlier
artificial lift predicament. In this case study the operarod pump production. The operator was caught in the
tor was able to realize the well’s potential by shifting out
predicament of balancing reliability against the quest for
of the traditional artificial lift approach. With the instalmore drawdown by achieving a low producing BHP.
lation of the HEAL System, the operator was able to
Beyond the artificial lift predicament, the cost of
complement a current system and capitalize on existing
achieving additional runtime was substantial. The operequipment as well as create a situation where the well
ator had to install the gas-lift equipment and support
reliably maximized drawdown and lowered operating
increased operating costs. Monthly operating cost for gas
costs simultaneously.
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